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ThesisFull-text availableJanuary 2018 Fons DewulfThis history of the modern concept of scientific explanation aims to have two effects. First, it seeks to argue that the continued use of scientific explanations as meta-conception should be consistently held accountable in the face of the epistemological or metaphysical commitments which necessarily come
with it. It is not possible to legitimize the use of scientific explanation by reference to the alleged, ... [It looks completely abstract] the simple fact that science explains the world. On the other hand, it aims to proliferate the awareness that the concepts with which philosophers reason about science always have a historical point, contingent of appearance.
Therefore, philosophers who seek to be responsible for their own forms of thinking and the concepts that operate in it, should also profess a critical, historicalizing attitude towards these forms of thinking. View full-textArticleFull-text availableJuly 2011 · Metascience Gregory Frost-ArnoldIn 1992, Thomas Uebel established for the scholarship on both Neurath
and protocol-thesis debate in overcoming logical positivism from within: The emergence of the Neurath's naturalism in the protocol-sentence debate of the Vienna Circle. This book was an in-depth study of the logical protocol-thesis debate empirists, who ''refer to the form, content, and status of scientific evidence... [Shows complete abstract statements] In
other words, this debate addressed the best way to understand those scientific activities (including lingvisic activities) that make empirical sciences empirical. The book reviewed here, Empiricism at the Crossroads: The Vienna Circle's Protocol-Debate Sentence, is a highly revised and extensive version of this previous work. Before we consider the contents
of the book, let's ask ourselves: does the new version differ from the old version? First, there are easy reviews throughout, including small additions or excising deletions, as well as additional quotes from primary and secondary sources. Secondly, there are many completely new subsections, several of which address developments in secondary literature
since 1992. For example, Uebel interacts with Chris Pincock's reserved reading of Aufbau from Carnap, and when discussing Popper's interactions with the Vienna Circle, Uebel relies on The Recent Biography of Malachi Hacohen. Third, at the macro level, an old chapter was removed (Beyond logical empiricism) and (approximately) two new chapters were
added. The first concerns the archival precursors of major articles from the early 1930s (discussed below), and the second interprets and evaluates first Schlick's puzzling notion of Konstatirungen (assertions), the alleged probative basis of empirical science, including a summary and an extension of Uebel's own recent debate with Thomas Oberdan on the
subject. Despite these many big and small changes, both the general historical narrative and the argumentative traction of Empiricism at the crossroads are similar to those aleview full-textArticleFull-text availableDecember 2007 · Public integrity Nathalie BehnkeHow can the seemingly contradictory trends of international convergence of ethical standards and
persistent differences in the form and quantity of ethical measures be explained? This article presents a framework that combines explanatory factors for both trends and shows that they can coexist very plausibly. The framework is based on the logic of a principal-agent relationship, so it applies... [Shows complete abstract] democratic system of
representation and accountability and institutionalist considerations of dependence path. Empirical evidence is obtained from a structured comparison of two case studies – Germany and the United States – which are systematically described according to the elements of an ethical infrastructure. It can therefore be demonstrated that the international
convergence of ethical standards is mediated by dependence on the institutional specific legal requirements. See full-textJanuary 2017 Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics (QM) is discussed in terms of principles and logic logic First, we list a set of problems that should be resolved before any consistent interpretation is attempted. This includes questions,
would it be whether we can use an exophysical perspective or an endophysical perspective, and whether a completely reductionist approach makes sense or we're... [Show complete abstract] forced to include the emerging laws of physics. Then we list the scientific principles that should be strictly observed in any qM debate. We follow this with a list of
warnings and warnings about misleading concepts that should be avoided, such as ignoring the contextuality and meaning of the values of scientific truth. These principles and warning are then used to decide on the problems we first identified, giving us a basis for an interpretation of QM from the perspective of observers and the quantum signal states of the
apparatus, rather than in terms of quantum states of observationsystems. Finally, we review a proposed mathematical formalism that encodes this interpretation in terms of quantum registers. © 2017 by World Scientific Publishing Europe Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Read moreArticleFull-text availableJanuary 2000 · Erkenntnis Gabriella CroccoAfter
considering the main thesis of Alain Richardson's analysis of Carnap's Aufbau and, in particular, Richardson's motivation to criticize the Quinian naturalization of epistemology, we focus on the supposed neo-Kantian influence on Carnap's work. There is something lacking in Richardson the rational reconstruction of Camap's work before 1939: the German
logical tradition of Frege and Hilbert, who ... [Show complete abstract] Carnap obviously confronted. The themes of this tradition appear and disappear here and there in Richardson's book, but the real weight of its epistemological consequences on the nature of logic and mathematics seems misplaced. See the full text Grace, Randolph C. 2001. The
pragmatism of operations. Theory &amp; Psychology, Vol. 11, Issue. 1, p. 67. 2002. Book review. Ladstics, Vol. 18, No. 4, 446. ALSPECTOR-KELLY, MARC 2002. Stroud's Camap. Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, Vol. 64, Issue. 2, p. 276. Gauch Jr., Hugh G. 2002. Scientific method in practice. Irzik, Gürol 2002. In the field of logic, methodology
and philosophy of science. p. 603. Uebel, Thomas and Ferrari, Massimo 2002. History of the philosophy of science. p. 391. Richardson, Alan W. 2002. Narrative of the history of reason itself: Friedman, Kuhn, and an A Priori Constituent for the 21st century. Perspectives on Science, Vol. 10, Issue. 3, p. 253. Rouse, Joseph 2002. Thomas Kuhn. p. 101.
DiSalle, Robert 2002. reconsideration of Kant, Friedman, logical positivism and exact sciences*. Philosophy of Science, Vol. 69, Issue. 2, p. 191. Hintikka, Jaakko 2003. Language, truth and knowledge. Vol. 2, No. , p. 149. Mormann, Thomas 2003. Language, truth and knowledge. Vol. 2, , p. 45. Stump, David J. 2003. Defending The Conventions as
Functional of Priorknowledge. Philosophy of Science, Vol. 70, 70, 5, 1149. Majer, Ulrich 2003. Language, truth and knowledge. Vol. 2, No. , p. 65. Michell, Joel 2003. Quantitative imperative. Theory &amp; Psychology, Vol. 13, Issue. 1, p. 5. ter Hark, Michel 2003. Popper, Otto Selz and the rise of evolutionary epistemology. Tsou, Jonathan Y. 2003. A role for
reason in science. Dialogue, Vol. 42, Issue. 3, 573. Rockmore, Tom 2003. Observations on the structure of 20th century philosophy. Ars Disputandi, Vol. 3, Issue. 1, p. 332. Tsou, Jonathan Y. 2003. Justification of concepts in Carnap'sAufbau*. Philosophy of Science, Vol. 70, Issue. 4, 671. Niiniluoto, Ilkka 2003. Language, truth and knowledge. Vol. 2, No. , p.
1. Baich, Babette E. 2003. From Fleck's Denkstil to Kuhn's paradigm: Conceptual Schemes and Inmeasurability. International Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. 17, Issue. 1, 75. 75.
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